SUMMER SCHOOL
2-27 August 2021
Welcome to this new edition of our Summer School!
In partnership with the Alliance Française Nice Côte d'Azur, we offer to students from all over the world to study French language, and take economics and management classes in Université Côte d’Azur. This program has not stopped there, as the students will also have an enriching cultural experience.

2-27 August 2021 in Nice
50 hours of FFL
10h Classes / Conferences in Economics and Management
4 outdoor cultural outings
Possibility of passing the TCF

The training
50 hours of FFL
4 outdoor cultural outings
10h Classes / Conferences in Economics and Management
Possibility of passing the TCF

COVID-19 Health Measures
The entire EUR ELMI team prioritizes the safety and health of its students and staff members.

In this particular context, it is essential to remain vigilant and to respect health measures. A very strict protocol to guarantee the safety of all is applied within our establishment. Classrooms will be chosen according to the number of students of the Summer School to ensure distance between students. The goal is to ensure that participants of our Summer School can continue their program in the best conditions and have a good stay in our beautiful region!

Depending on the health instructions in force in our country, the measures may be required to change.

Registration deadline: May 23, 2021
Refund possible up to 15 days before the start of the Summer School. Please read general conditions in the form.

Registration
• Complete the application form
• Send the form and the requested documents by email to: eur-elmi.international@univ-cotedazur.fr

Price: 2000€
Exceptional price for students from our partnerships*: 1700€

Registration
The Summer School includes:
• Lessons
• Cultural outings
• Accommodation in a University Residence
• Transfer from / to Nice Côte d’Azur Airport

The program
The mask is mandatory
Hydroalcoholic gel dispenser
Distancing between students
Reinforced cleaning of premises
Flow direction

* Consult the list on our website
Contact us

eur-elmi.international@univ-cotedazur.fr